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Sulphur Cave on Howelsen Hill has
been eroded by the hot springs in the
area but cannot be entered because
it is filled with a toxic mix of
chemicals. To better map the extent
of the cave, the team used DC
resistivity, gravity, GPR, and hammer
seismic surveys. They discovered
potential new areas of Sulphur Cave,
but future teams will need to collect
more data to constrain these spots.

Cave detection using Integrated Geophysical Methods: Sulphur Cave 
Extension, Steamboat Springs, Colorado
Abdulrahman Alharthi, Owen Heupel, Sara Hirsch, and Hunter Klein

Investigating DAS Cable Coupling Conditions using Vibroseis Signals
Seunghoo Kim, Venezia Follingstad, and Cash Koning

To kick off our geophysics field camp, Dr. Robert Raynolds, or Dr. Bob, gave us a thorough overview

of Colorado's geologic history by going through his very own website! During our drive up to

Steamboat Springs, CO, Dr. Bob took us on an exciting geologic tour where we stopped at different

exits along the interstate. We learned about the complex geologic composition of the Rocky Mountains

and the surrounding topography and the history of water sources in Colorado. We even got to see some

fossilized clams!
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This year was the first field camp in geophysics field camp
history that the team used DAS cables to observe ground
motion. To answer a prevailing question about coupling of the
cables to the ground, this team created a technique to
determine the quality of coupling between the DAS cable and
the subsurface. On the image to the right, the Fourier
Magnitude Spectrum for a vibroseis sweep can be seen.

Colorado School of Mines

Mapping the near subsurface of Steamboat Springs, Colorado 
using multiple geophysical methods during the Department 
of Geophysics 2022 Field Camp

What did we find out about Steamboat Springs?Why is Field Camp part of the Geophysics Program? 

Defining the Geometry of Yampa Valley Moraine Field South of 
Steamboat by Multi-physics Integration
Alex Brunson, Mujahed Alghamdi

Defining the Geometry of Yampa Valley Moraine Field South of 
Steamboat Springs by Multi-physics Integration
Savannah Enriquez, Zahra Al Mualem, Gianna Joab

Geology Tour With Dr. Robert Raynolds

Field Experiences – Fun in the Field! During field camp students located a hole leading to a potential undiscovered cavern. The team
used ground-penetrating radar (GPR) to look deeper and see if the hole was connected to Sulphur
Cave. They determined the holes were drilled by a previous project and are not connected to the
cave but did find other hole locations as well.

Characterization of near-surface geology south of Steamboat 
Springs, Colorado using surface wave analysis
Lama Aljuhani, Ashleigh Miller, Kassidy Page, and April Wilson

The team used the active source 
vibroseis data to determine the 
near-surface geology around 
Highway 131. Using 
the MASWaves package, we 
identified three different geologic 
layers in the shallow subsurface.

GPR Imaging near Sulphur Springs Cave, Steamboat Springs, 
Colorado
Dani vonLembke, Nouf Alshekh, and Ragad Lasloum

In conjunction with the previous project, this group analyzed active seismic data along Highway 131
and compared them to the gravity data. With this data they were able to map out two distinct
geologic layers within the subsurface.

While the field is packed full of exciting science designed by the students, there is also plenty of fun to

be had! Whether it was snowing or bright and sunny, we were able to get out and have fun!

A Lunar Eclipse happened while in

Steamboat and we were able to get a

closeup look at the moon with the help

Colorado Mountain College’s astronomy

club’s observatory.

Community

engagement is a key

to successful science

implementation. Dr.

Jeff Shragge can be

seen to the left

telling local families

about our work in

the field!

Everyday before fieldwork, all students

would meet up at 7:30am to discuss results

from the previous day. Teams working on a

section from the previous day would

prepare future teams for what questions

they should ask and how they should define

their surveys. Even though its early in the

morning, there is coffee to wake you up!

Wenner array DC resistivity line showing the
previously drilled holes found in vonLembke, Alshekh,
and Lasloum project and the possible cave extension
showing towards bottom.

The team analyzed active source seismic data collected with the vibroseis truck. By observing
many shot gathers along Highway 131, we were able to map out the deep subsurface geology of
the moraine field.

There is still more science that needs to be done in Steamboat Springs and we look 
forward to seeing the future of geophysics in the area!
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Velocity

interpretations from

the brute stack of

the active seismic

data collected along

highway 131.

Shows the groups

interpretation of the

geological layering

Interpolated
data showing
the perceived
three different
geologic layers
based on their
different
velocities.


